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Maine Warden Service Search and Rescue Report Introduction  

 

 

Maine Warden Service Search and Rescue Reports are compiled annually from 

July 1st to June 30th of each year. This synopsis includes all Search and Rescue 

(SAR) Calls for Service (CFS). These CFS could last only minutes and end with 

the missing person arriving home before a game warden even arrives on 

scene or they could last days or even months with no resolution. 

 Maine Warden Service search categories are aligned with the International Search 

and Rescue Database (ISRID) categories and definitions with a few specific to Maine. This 

database is comprised of 30 search categories and we added three more categories to include the 

searches or rescues that occur along the Appalachian Trail, SAR Watercraft, and SAR Suicide. SAR 

Appalachian Trail is a subcategory of SAR Hike. It assists in determining the number of rescues that are 

occurring on that one trail. Maine has a high amount of boating activity, so we have decided to keep this 

separate from other water related SAR categories. The difference between SAR Suicide and SAR 

Despondent is the victim’s fate. Victims that have been found alive are recorded as despondent, and 

victims found deceased are recorded as suicide. Both categories are closely related and will be merged 

into one category. 

SAR data is compiled through the SAR Coordinator Sergeant Joshua Bubier and Greenville Headquarters 

Office Specialist April Collins. In the past, secretaries from different divisions would independently 

compile search data specific to their division and forward to the main office in Augusta. The current 

process utilizes technology to streamline data and offers increased accountability for reporting and 

operational management. 
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Search and Rescue Statistical Analysis 

2019-2020 Search and Rescue (SAR) Calls for Service (CFS) observed an overall decrease of 1.4% or 6 less 

searches that were conducted for the fiscal year. This is a slight decrease after several years of increasing 

search and rescue calls for service. The average over the last several years has remained approximately 

the same with 418 SAR calls per year. 

There could be many factors related to the number of Search and Rescue incidents. Many rescues in 

remote areas are resolved quicker now because of increased cell phone coverage and 911 location 

services. We also continue to see more satellite-based (SOS type devices) emergency rescues every year 

as the price of these items decrease. Despite advances in technology we routinely see individuals who 

either don’t have cell phones, turn them off or simply leave them at home or in their vehicle prior to 

becoming lost.   

 The top five search categories have changed for the 2019/2020 fiscal year, though Hiking remained the 

number one category with the most incidents: 

• HIKING has once again remained in the number one spot for searches.  There are two separate 

categories for Hiking, SAR-Hike and SAR-AT (Appalachian Trail) but we combine them for the purpose 

of this report.  SAR-Hike accounted for 84 of our hiking searches and 23 more occurred on the 

Appalachian Trail (21%) for a total of 107. This is an increase of 13% percent. Tumbledown Mountain 

outside of Weld, Maine accounted for over 16% of all hiking searches that were not on the AT.   

• WATERCRAFT has jumped into second place with 60 searches, this is an increase of 11 (21% 

increase) searches than we responded to in the previous year.  

• ALZHEIMERS is the third highest with 29 searches. Alzheimer’s search incidents have increased by 2.  

• HUNT has jumped into the top five and is the fourth spot despite the number of Hunting searches 

decreased from the previous year.  Twenty-six searches were conducted for lost hunters during 

2019-2020. Again, this is a decrease from the 37 searches in 2018-2019. 

• DESPONDENT is in the top 5 for the first time in over 3 years with 22 searches this year which is a 

120% increase from the previous year. 
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Total Calls for Service by category with percentage 
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2019/2020 SAR COUNTS AND TOTAL COSTS BY CATEGORY 
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SAR Cost Analysis 

There was a slight decrease in Search and Rescue 

CFS during the year and a significant decrease in costs for 

the 2019/2020.   

The costs to perform searches decreased significantly by 

26.7%, a total decrease of $95,849.04 from the previous 

year. Most years, Search and Rescue spending is the 

result of the number of complex searches we respond to. 

For the 2019/2020 year, we responded to less searches, 

and the number of complex, multiple day searches were 

nearly non-existent during the fiscal year.  The more time 

that goes by when a person is missing, the more 

resources we expend.  Searches that are typically 

resolved within 5 or 6 hours involve a relatively small 

number of game wardens and equipment.  In 2019/2020 

approximately 92% of our searches were resolved within 

12 hours.   

TOP 5 COSTS BY CATEGORY 

The most expensive search category for 2019-2020 was Hike/AT Hikes at $49,595.18. Most of these 

searches involve rescuing people who have sustained a medical issue or suffered injury while on a trail. 

The #2 category for costs was the Alzheimer’s category with $43,248.75. This category often involves 

complicated searches and investigations. Many people with Alzheimer’s lack reasoning or are not logical 

because they don’t even realize they are lost.  Our most expensive search for 2019-2020 fell into the 

Alzheimer’s category and accounted for $22,952.03 of the total. 

The #3 category was Watercraft searches which cost $40,491.70. Although Boating search incidents have 

steadily declined over the past 10 years. This recreational activity still attracts hundreds of thousands of 
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individuals, like their K9 and MASAR ground searcher counterparts train monthly and they are a huge 

asset on searches.  They move slowly atop a horse which gives the searcher an entirely different vantage 

point than the average ground searcher has.  Additionally, Maine Mounted has also begun introducing 

cadaver scent to their equine partners which has been done in other parts of the U.S. effectively.   

A lot of individual time, sacrifice, and personal money goes into being a searcher. Some must train more 

than once a month to maintain certifications. They are often called during the middle of the night and in 

harsh conditions to work side-by-side with game wardens. Most have professional careers and often will 

leave their work or use earned leave time to assist in search and rescue operations.  As we see by the 

above stories, their training, desire and professionalism has assisted the Maine Warden Service in 

several harsh weather and terrain incidents this past year. A number of these search groups are also 

experts in “technical rescue” such as high angle rescue which require the use of specialized equipment 

such as ropes, pulleys and other climbing gear to affect rescues in extremely steep and dangerous 

terrain.  Without them, our mission and the people of the State of Maine would suffer greatly.  We are 

truly indebted to the teams and members of MASAR.   

Sadly, during the 2019-2020 period we saw one SAR team dissolve.  Unity college had struggled at times 

to maintain certification due to constant changing student involvement and leadership.  When colleges 

and universities across the country sent students home for the remainder of the year to finish with 

remote learning this essentially ended Unity College Search and Rescue’s ability to assist the Maine 

Warden Service with SAR missions.  During the summer of 2020 it was also announced that Unity College 

would be going to an online/remote learning model with no students on their campus for in person 

learning.  This has sealed the fate of the Unity College Search and Rescue team, putting MASAR down 

one team.  The Maine Warden Service is very grateful for the service the Unity College SAR team has 

provided us over the years.  Many of their students gained valuable experience assisting us in many high-

profile searches.  Some of these students have moved on to careers as game wardens.   

 

 

MAINE WARDEN SERVICE MOBILE COMMAND VEHICLE REVIEW. 
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Everyday Maine Game Wardens partner with many different Federal, State, County, Local and non-

governmental agencies to complete search and rescue missions across the state. These groups have 

specific skills sets and specialized equipment that we rely on to get our search and rescue job done every 

day across the state. These are just some of the many agencies we work with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special Acknowledgement - Retirement in the Search and Rescue Community 
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For approximately three decades Lt. Kevin Adam served the people of the State of Maine, protecting the 

citizens, visitors and all the natural resources our great State has to offer.  For the past ten years Lt. 

Adam served as the statewide Search and Rescue Coordinator and leader of our incident management 

team, managing some of the largest searches in our State’s history.  Some of these historic events 

included searches for Ayla Reynolds, Geraldine Largay, homicide victim Nichole Cable and Cpl. Eugene 

Cole’s killer – John Williams.  In April of 2020 Lt. Kevin Adam ended his long and respected career with 

the Maine Warden Service and retired.  Lt. Adam is now working as a supervisor in Baxter State Park.  

We would be remiss to not take this opportunity to thank Lt. Adam for his dedication and service and 

wish him well on his future endeavors.   




